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Watch the best cartoon videos for kids and subscribe to our channel to get more cartoons in Hindi. One day, the best student in the whole world, Arjuna, was accepted into the band of Radha warriors. What prompted Ardhana to take part in the wars for the benefit of protecting his homeland? A young hero named Narasimha, by chance, decided to use the uniqueness of his friend's power and seduce him. Will an experienced warrior and hermit be able to resist the charms of a seductress? A girl from an ordinary high school enters an extremely expensive university. The local
elite is proud that the daughter of the Queen of England studies within the walls of this educational institution, therefore, Miss Diana's clothes and hairstyle are treated with special trepidation. And the young lady carries with her, like some kind of fashion queen, a whole "ladies' retinue": a beautiful sister, a quiet housekeeper, and even all the necessary school clothes. She just doesn't need any of that. A retired professor comes to London to find a new place to live. He is no longer satisfied with the life and size of the apartment he rented, and vice versa - the owners of the house
no longer suit the former professor with their housing. However, the professor, who has no one left in this world, does not hesitate to buy an apartment in the house in which he spent his whole life. But that's not all he finds there... Three bosom friends, Charlie, Martin and Max, decided to learn a new profession for themselves - they decided to become the new Santa and Claus. To get into their staff, the guys will have to pass a serious test - they will have to play small roles that they will come up with themselves. Such a cheerful and friendly team, which today will amuse with
their costumes and songs the wheelchair-bound Santa Claus, who became the prototype of the main character, cannot leave anyone indifferent. A young girl named Luffy, who loves adventure films about pirates, really wants to get into a team of real sea robbers, with whom she will have to confront the pirates. However, for this she needs to endure a very serious and serious test. All her friends, including the young princess Mibu, as well as her beloved Suriya, for some reason moved to another team, without a fight they allowed themselves to be conquered by a dark-skinned

pirate, and now they have to find and rescue them from there. See the full description of the movie "Pirate involuntarily" The film is dedicated to the legends of
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